
Rose balls
Instructions No. 172

These great rose balls are easily and quickly made with the Décopatch technique. The glued-on gems of the idea flash in
the sunshine.

For the rose balls you need white plastic balls with a socket and a matching round rod, which later functions as Plugs and is
inserted into the socket: The idea was made with one ball and round rod each in sizes Ø 15 cm, Ø 10 cm and Ø 8 cm.

Choose 3 harmoniously matching Décopatch papers and tear them into small snippets. All 3 balls are completely covered
with the snippets using Décopatch lacquer and brush, whereby the individual pieces of paper overlap slightly so that the white
of the balls does not flash through.
Important: the socket is not glued and remains white. Excess Paper on the "motif edge" towards the nozzle can be cut off
with a scalpel.
After drying, the balls are sealed with a Protective varnish . As soon as this is dried, the gemstones are glued onto the ball
with gemstone glue.

Paint the socket and round rods with silver, white or harmonious to the Paper matching Handicraft paint (for outdoor use
outdoor paint). Finally, tieSatin ribbon and Organza ribbon around the sockets for decoration 

Handicraft materials
Place your Décopatch Paper, the Plastic balls with sockets, Décopatch adhesive and protective lacquer, the round bars and
the gemstones ready.

Décopatch
With the Décopatch technique, the ball is primed with Décopatch adhesive. In this still damp adhesive base, the individual



pieces of paper are positioned with a brush and simultaneously coated with adhesive.

Gemstones
For tinkering with gemstones it is best to use tweezers for positioning. The underside of the gemstones before with gemstone
glue coat, then they are after drying the glue absolutely firmly fixed.

Article information:

Article number Article name Qty

792080 Décopatch exterior varnish, 180 g 1

776820 Paperpatch glue, 70 g 1

642439 VBS Gemstone glue 1

832342 VBS Gemstones "Colors & shapes mix", 430 g 1

414494-80 VBS Organza ribbon, 6 mmWhite 1

560085-80 VBS Craft paint, 50 mlWhite 1

778107 Décopatch paper "Marilyn" 1

660464 Beech round barØ 8 mm 1

661614 Beech round barØ 15 mm 1
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